Fabula ©, the Management and Control
System for Industrial Laundries, gives you
strict control of your production line, helping
you to improve your image for your
customers, analyze your production and
reduce your billing time.
Benefits:
 Satisfaction of all your customers giving a

better service through the labeling of the
packages.
 Control of the entire production line by

resources (employees, production lines,
families, types), packages, weights and units.
 Guarantee of a complete billing that includes all

the clothing that has been labeled.
 Analysis and Statistics of your production line

to help you make decisions to be more
productive and reduce costs.
 Easy to use due to its tactile and visual design.
 It facilitates obtaining ISO standards of Control

and Quality

Identify your clothes via RFID Tags
With the identification of the garments we
guarantee the exact information of the
client and the characteristics of the
garments (supplier, store, type of clothing,
weight, price ...).
Con la identificación de las prendas
garantizamos la información exacta del
cliente y las características de la prendas
(proveedor, almacén, tipo de ropa, peso,
precio…).
Counting your clothes
The counting of the clothes is done through
the automatic reading of the tags giving us
the exact quantities of each garment.
Minimize human error
Human error is reduced with the use of
RFID technology, by not having to depend
on the interpretation of a person.
Maximize control of your laundry

Management and Control of clothing
Renting through Radio Frequency
Identification (RFID) New Module

Through 2 control points in your production
line 1) Laundry area and 2) Clean clothes
area, Fabula © manages you:

The Fabula© system allows you:



Pick-ups and Deliveries of uniforms
 Statistics of each uniform
 Date Added, Pick-up and Delivery
 Number of Washes.
Number of days that a uniform
remains outside the laundry

The Fabula © system allows you to take the
renting management by assigning a
warehouse for the item. You will know at all
times:
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Availability stock of your laundry



Availability stock of your customers



What uniforms are due for the customer

Management of your stocks in an automated
way is available with RFID and Barcode
Module.


Assignment



Allocation



Reductions



Pick-ups



Deliveries

The Fabula © system allows you to
generate labels for all your packages with a
single operation.
This labeling improves your image with your
clients, offering a superior service to the
competition.
Each of the personalized labels includes the
anagram of your company, the customer's
name, the transaction and operator number,
bar code, date, article description, and
quantity.
Our system assures you thanks to this
labeling that all packages are shipped and
that you do not forget anything at the time
to invoice, thus avoiding many errors that
directly affect the financial status of your
business.
Through this system you can bill your
customers both units, as per kilo. In
addition we facilitate the task of canceling
labels, delivery notes or invoices in a simple
and fast way.

Management of the labeling, delivery
notes, and billing of your production

In just a few seconds you will have all your
packing slips and invoices. You invoice the
fastest month, eliminating errors and those
long hours in the office reconciled your
numbers.
The delivery notes are personal for each
customer and can be valued, with VAT, with
the weight, with the unit sale price and with
the units.
The invoices in turn can be detailed by
mailing or grouped by articles depending on
your needs.
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Management Link with accounting

stores a transaction with information
corresponding to the customer, item,
quantity, weight captured, operator and sale
price.
This quality control helps improve the
confidence your customers have in the face
of your business.
List management, analysis and statistics
of your business

There is the possibility of linking your billing
information with most commercial
accounting programs available in the
market. The billing link to accounting is
done through a "middleware" utility
integrated in the Fabula © system to create
your import files to the accounting module.
Control of quantities and weights of
your packages.

Through our touch point terminal (POS),
scale and viewfinder, the Fabula © system
captures the real weight of the package and
compares it with the number of pieces and
the individual weight of each piece.
In this way the system alerts the operator
when there are more pieces or pieces of
less.

The Fabula © system stores each package
as a transaction, which allows you to
generate countless accurate listings that
show the status of your business in real
time.
That means that you can generate all kinds
of listings of your production; by hours, by
days, by customers, or the quantities of
items by customers and by days.
The data of the production activity can be
extracted with more or less detail, being
able to filter by clients and dates. This
information can be exported to Microsoft
Excel © for later analysis and manipulation
of your data.

It is controlled therefore that the quantities
that go in the packages are correct. This will
reduce the number of calls you receive from
your governesses.
Once the quantity and weight of the
package have been validated, the system
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Management of your clients, articles,
weights and prices

Security and audit of your operators

The Fabula © system allows to have several
operators working in multiple production
lines that collaborate in a network. Each
operator has a personal account and a
keyword that allows access to the system
menu.
The Fabula © system helps you manage the
profiles of your customers by storing
information about your company:
commercial name, direct debit, address,
telephone, fax, email, website, NIF and the
due dates granted for the invoices.
Each client has their own items that belong
exclusively to that client. The system allows
you to create a template client to copy your
articles to another client, eliminating time
when coding your articles. Articles can be
grouped by families and types. Each item
can be valued by pieces or by kilograms.
The system will facilitate you when you
have to make price increases. The price
increases can be done either individually by
articles or general level by customers.
As the system stores all the weights of your
packages, you will obtain the exact average
of the weights of your items for a better
planning of your prices. You will also know
at all times wear and fouling after washing
clothes.

Operators can be basic, advanced or
administrators.
The basic operators can only perform simple
functions such as labeling, release, and the
annulment of labels and delivery notes. This
allows not having to always depend on the
secretary at all times for these functions.
Advanced operators, in addition to those
functions, can record the collections,
contributions and withdrawals of clothing.
Operators like administrator can perform all
these functions in addition to being able to
add, delete, modify and configure the
various tables of the system, and control
monthly billing.
The system maintains an internal audit of all
the actions that are critical during the
production process.
This audit keeps a detailed record of when
an operator accesses or leaves the system,
when a label is generated for a package,
when a delivery note is issued or when an
invoice is made.
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This record is always linked to the operator
who made said action.
This audit will allow you to hold your staff
accountable for their actions and to detect
possible training gaps.
Touch screen TPV with a visual and
intuitive design easy to use



Priorities

Visual counters


Availability store laundry



Availability of customer's warehouse



What it is due for the customer

The Fabula © system uses proprietary
software designed exclusively for point-ofsale terminals with a touch screen.
Through the software we eliminate the use
of the keyboard and the mouse facilitating
the use of your plant operators.
Through various visual elements we
guarantee a pleasant experience of the
terminal operator.
Touch design


Toolbar



Menus and Buttons



Simple and intuitive navigation

Customed Colours


Routes,



Types of clothing,
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System Components

Touch Terminal, labeller, delivery notes, Bar Code Reader / RFID, Scale, Software

For more information about Softex Tarraco Solutions visit our web:www.softextarraco.com

Av. Països Catalans nº7 2ºB
43007 – Tarragona
Telf: +34 977 08 06 07
web:

www.softextarraco.com

email: fabula@softextarraco.com
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